Affiliate Program Details
The DebtMasters, Inc. affiliate program is a super way to help yourself by helping others. Our products and services are
all designed to help people in financial distress through education, intervention and solid support. We welcome you to
learn more here about how our affiliate program works.
The affiliate program has a few really special details that you need to know about. These details mean that even though
the basic program can be really lucrative for you, it’s even better than you thought. Here’s why…

A referral for life –

Once you refer someone to Debt Masters, you are linked to them as the referrer forever. If they buy
another product or service down the road, you will still be in line for the commission

Average 3 services – Not only are you in line for additional commission, it’s actually really likely that you’ll get some too.
Over the past decade and a half, each client purchased an average of three services. Your chances
of more commission area really good.
Designed for a lifetime – Debt Masters products and services are designed to support clients from debt issues, to
improving their credit scores, to saving money now and in the future by closing debts and
drastically lowering payments… including mortgages. Do you think that someone would like to pay
off their mortgage in half the time, and save tens, even hundreds of thousands of dollars? Do you
think you know anyone else who would? Definitely! Our programs help people through their lives,
so your referral will help them for many years to come, which helps you too.

Commissionable Product Information
The Debt Masters Affiliate programs are designed to be both generous and easy to understand. We do this by rewarding
an action, rather than just a click. To earn the commission, your referral needs to actually sign up for one or more of our
programs. If they do, you are well rewarded.

Debt Mastery Program
This is our most powerful program that helps people with serious debt issues to reclaim their lives and dreams. Better
than a trustee, Debt Masters has many more options to provide help. Even better, and something that most people
don’t know is that Debt Masters works for the client, NOT for the big companies. Trustees, even though they are helping
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clients to eliminate debt, are actually by law working for the people holding the debt. While Debt Masters fights to keep
as much as possible for the client, trustees must take as much as possible from them. Yikes!

Credit Repair and Update Program
Debt Masters also offers credit repair programs that are extremely effective. The whole concept of the credit score and
report is NOT designed to help you out. It is in fact a way to generate more money for the banks and companies
supplying credit. If you don’t know how the system works (and they do their best to keep people in the dark), it can cost
you a LOT of money and years in debt. These programs teach you how to recognize and avoid typical credit traps, and
how to get your score back up to keep your interest payments low.

Power Financial Program
This program is for life. It helps people to organize and pay their debts, including their mortgage years and even decades
faster than they thought possible, which in turn both reduces the interest and payments by two thirds AND raises their
credit score. For anyone who has a mortgage, or owes a lot on credit cards, getting this Power program is simply a no
brainer.

COMING SOON – Debt Masters Credit Card
This amazing program offers a pay-as-you-go credit card with a powerful twist. This card help you to raise your credit
score. Currently in the final stages of development, this card will be available for you to refer just as soon as it’s ready.

Miscellaneous Programs
In all, Debt Masters offers its clients 27 different programs, all designed to help them out when they need it the most.
These programs cover all the areas that can be affected by major debt and / or low credit scores. Some of the items
include mortgages for those who can’t get one elsewhere, car leases, loans, rent-to-own and many more. Debt Masters
is the ONLY Company to offer such a complete and wide ranging set of services to help its clients. As an affiliate, you get
to offer all these programs as well.
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DebtMasters Services Chart
This wheel shows you the programs that are available and how they all fit together:
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Commission per Product
Program

Commission

Bonus

Notes

Debt Mastery

$300

$450 after 5

Credit Repair / Update

$300

$450 after 5

12 Step program
Power Financial
Credit Card
Mortgages
Loans
Car leasing
Rent to Own
Debt Settlement
Affiliate recruiting
Associate recruiting

$300
$300
TBD
$300 (varies)
$300 (varies)
$300
$300
$300
$100
$200

$450 after 5
$450 after 5
TBD

Bonus for ALL sales in a
month after 6 is reached
Bonus for ALL sales in a
month after 6 is reached
When sold w Credit repair
Mortgage / debt reduction
Coming soon
Varies based on size
Varies based on size
Inexpensive leasing
For those who need help

Plus more!

Varied

TBD

$450 after 3
$450 after 3

For every successful one
Once they pass the exam
Each program has its own
commission structure – and
more to come

➢ The need for our services these days is vast and undeniable. People are struggling.
➢ The DebtMasters range of products and services is complete. Whatever a client needs to mend their situation
and to move ahead, we cover. So do our affiliates
➢ Our affiliate program is generous and covers your connection to the referral for life.

What more could you ask for? Become an affiliate today!
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